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When involved in litigation and faced with a need for disclosure, it might appear that an in-house IT
team are in the best position to search any identified or preserved data sets to cull the volume of data
that may need to be supplied to an eDiscovery vendor for processing and review.
While this could be appropriate in certain specific circumstances, there are a number of significant
potential issues that should be considered before proceeding on such a course. Getting things wrong
at this early stage in the disclosure process could prove to be an expensive mistake.

REQUIREMENT FOR RE-COLLECTION
Even if the methodology followed is not criticized by the other side, should any additional keywords
be required, or additional date ranges be needed, then entirely new searches will likely need to be
performed.
This could be a long process to re-search all the areas that were originally searched. This could also
result in a considerable amount of duplication if it is not possible to identify and exclude data which
was already found to be responsive.
In addition, if data has been lost (for example automatically deleted by normal policy) then there
could be allegations that the data was not properly preserved – potentially a considerable issue that
could be exploited by the opposing party.

DUPLICATION
Depending on how the data is searched and exported, it is possible to end up with a significantly
greater data volume to review. For example, if searching within Outlook, this may require the creation
of a folder of emails for each search term that was run to save the responsive emails. This means that
if 100 search terms are run (not unusual in a litigation case), then 100 folders would need to be
created, with a potentially large amount of duplication as one email may be responsive to a large
number of keywords, and therefore would appear in each of the respective folders.
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LACK OF ADVANCED SEARCH FEATURES
Many programs which are used to perform searches have a limited search functionality. As an
example of this, they may not be able to deal with Boolean logic (such as searching for “Apple” AND
“Pear”, or alternatively “Banana” within five words of “Coconut”).
In addition, one of the biggest restrictions is the inability to run a list of search terms in a single
search. This means that each term may have to be run separately, which, as above, can result in a
large amount of duplication of data and could mean that the searches will take a considerable amount
of time.

EXPORTING
Another of the benefits of using specialist software designed for use in electronic disclosure cases is
that data can be exported in such a manner that all metadata is maintained. Our experience is that
with other search methodologies, this is not typically the case. This means that the data received from
the export for processing would likely have had the metadata altered from the original source data.
This can then, in turn, raise questions over the process that was used and its acceptability for use in
legal disclosure, as well as potentially opening up to allegations that the data has been manipulated.
As an additional point, when considering the export of data, if the plan is to search and then export
data, for example to an external USB device, then any export or further copy of the data should
maintain the original folder structures and should also ensure that the original source of the data can
be determined from the exported data.

CHANGES TO INTERNAL METADATA
Some search methodologies may use the underlying programs to open the file in order to extract the
text. Because this process actually opens the file, this can result in the internal metadata of that file
being altered. This can lead to questions over the defensibility of the methodologies used, and
potentially allegations of data manipulation.

MATERIAL NOT SEARCHED
Many search methods that are used by in-house IT, for example Outlook or Windows search will miss
various types of data and may not report this (known as silent failures). As this is not reported, it may
not be clear that such an error has occurred, and hence there will not be an opportunity to address
the issue. This could be of particular concern because the other side may have the documents that
were not searched and could demonstrate that they should have been included in disclosure and
could therefore suggest that the disclosure provided is deficient.
Examples of items where searches failing silently could occur, resulting in the items not being
correctly searched include;
•
•
•
•

Email attachments
Embedded files – e.g. an Excel file embedded within a Word document
Files within container files such as ZIP or RAR files
Emails stored within a PST archive (or other similar email container files)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scanned image files which have not been subject to OCR
Directories or files to which the program being used does not have relevant
permissions
Untypically large files
“Unusual” File Types (e.g. OpenOffice etc.)
Files which contain Macros or other automation features (such as those included
on many spreadsheets)
Spreadsheets with text within “hidden” worksheets
Text within comments or notes on documents
Text within encrypted files

Failing silently can also be an issue for files which are considered to be “corrupt”. This could include,
for example, PST email files which may easily be fixed. This could result in entire containers of email
not being searched when a simple operation would result in the emails being searchable.

AUDIT TRAIL
One of the benefits of using specialized software for searching is not just the advanced search engines
that can be utilized, but that searches are fully logged and an audit trail maintained. With many
programs that we have seen utilized to perform searches, this same level of recording and audit trail
evidence is not available. Should the other side query the exact searches that were run, having such a
log can be invaluable.

EXPERTISE
If software with the capability to perform as required in a legal disclosure scenario is available inhouse, it should still be ensured that the staff members performing the work have the necessary
experience to do so. If not, then again this could be perceived as a weakness in the case and may be
an area that the other side may look to exploit and question if the work was perform ed correctly.

INDEPENDENCE
If using an in-house resource, there could be a question over the independence of the individuals
performing the searches. This may be of particular concern if, for instance, a member of the IT team
may be involved in the matter. Even where this is not the case, members of the IT team may have a
vested interest in the matter and their judgement could be called into question.

IN SUMMARY
The above gives an outline of the potential issues and drawbacks when using an in-house IT team to
assist with disclosure for a litigation matter. While this may be appropriate in some cases, the above
give an indication of the types of arguments that could potentially be raised by an opposing side.
Because of the serious downstream issues that can result from this approach, serious consideration
should be taken before deciding if you should utilize an in-house team or instruct a third-party expert
in disclosure to support you.
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